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established to analyse the effect of texture, grain sizes and initial surface roughness on the
surface roughness evolution of FSS sheets. The electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) tests
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were performed to characterise the texture and the grains. A tensile test of the represent
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volume was simulated and further veriﬁed by experimental results. The numerical simula-
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tion results indicate that the surface roughness is dependent almost linearly on the average
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grain size. The {001}110 and the {112}110 components induce remarkable undulation
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on the surface of FSS sheets during uniaxial tension. The surface topology of FSS sheets
after tensile deformation are obtained using 3D laser scanning microscope, which shows an
agreement with the simulated results.
© 2019 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the
CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1.

Introduction

For ferritic stainless steels (FSSs), surface roughening is an
undesirable phenomenon in manufacturing engineering. During the forming process, the FSS sheets show profound
undulations at different positions without ﬂuctuations in the
thickness direction. The increased surface roughness deteriorates the appearance of the formed product, and even
affects the surface properties such as the reﬂectivity, lubricant
transport, weldability, adhesion and mechanical properties
due to the strain localisation [1]. In order to reduce the

∗

surface roughness and improve the surface quality of the
formed products, the surface roughening phenomenon has
been extensively studied by researchers using both numerical
simulation and experimental methods. Takechi et al. [2] proposed a numerical model with crystal plasticity (CP) theories,
and the effects of different shear strains between RD//110
ﬁbres were investigated based on both numerical and experimental results. Wright [3] studied the plastic–strain ratios
between the {111}112 matrix and the {001}110 band. It
was found that the different plastic strain ratios between the
{111}112 and the {001}110 components contributed to the
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surface roughening during the forming process. Shin et al. [4]
investigated the surface roughening evolution of FSS when
subjected to tensile deformation and found that the lower
plastic strain ratio of the {001}110 components and different
shear deformations of the {111}110 or {112}110 components contributed to the development of surface roughening
of FSS sheets. A new ﬁnite element method (FEM) was proposed by Knutsen and Wittridge [5] in order to account for
the occurrence of parallel corrugations on the surface of FSS
during uniaxial tensile straining. The results indicate that parallel surface corrugation proﬁle was mainly dependent on the
local anisotropy in plastic behaviour. Jung et al. [6] evaluated the effect of coarse precipitates on surface roughening
of aluminium alloys using crystal plasticity ﬁnite element
method (CPFEM). The numerical simulation results show that
the precipitates act differently depending on the spatial distribution of kinematically weak and strong orientations. Shi
et al. [7] quantitatively associated surface roughening with
single CP theories and spatial grain orientation distribution,
and found that the banding of the Cube and the Goss components are responsible for the profound surface roughening of
aluminium alloy AA 6xxx. A new surface roughening model
was developed by Engler [8] to study the effect of recrystallisation texture orientations on surface roughening evolution. The
band-like clusters of grains with similar crystal orientations
was found to promote undulations on the surface. In addition, Huh et al. [9] proposed a CPFEM in order to quantitatively
describe the surface roughing of FSS 430 after tensile test.
Both simulated and experimental results indicated that the
out of plane shear and spatial variations in through-thickness
strains were the most common causes of the observed ridging behaviour. With different plastic–strain ratios and Taylor
factors, the neighbouring grains in polycrystalline materials
tend to show different plastic deformations after tension or
deep-drawn, leading to remarkable surface corrugations and
surface roughening.
Except for texture, it is commonly acknowledged that the
grain size also affects the surface roughness after plastic
deformation [10–13]. Stoudt and Ricker [10] investigated the
relationship between the grain size and the surface roughening behaviour of Al–Mg alloys, and stated that the roughening
rate was dependent on the grain size. In addition, Stoudt et al.
[11] studied the correlation between deformation-induced surface roughness and plastic strain in AA 5754. It was found that
the ﬁne grain size produced a linear relationship between the
surface roughness and plastic strain. The evolution of surface
roughness during deformation of polycrystalline aluminium
alloys was systematically studied by Wouters et al. [12] using
a height–height correlation technique. The results indicated
that the observed roughness was induced by a combination
of self-afﬁne roughening on a subgrain scale and a grain scale
roughening caused by orientation differences between neighbouring grains. A linear relationship between the root-mean
square surface roughness and grain size was also found in
experiments. The effect of average grain size on surface roughness evolution during tension test was analysed by Ma et al.
[13] using both numerical simulation and experimental methods. The coarser grain size was found to induce remarkable
undulations on the surface of FSS after tension performance.
As the grain size increased, the irregularity generated from

rotation and slip of grains can be dominant, inducing the surface defections on the formed products.
In order to improve the surface quality of the formed products, understanding of the surface roughness evolution is
considered to be critical in developing strategies to enhance
the resistance against the surface roughening. Lefebvre et al.
[14] evaluated the effect of the spatial distribution of crystallographic orientations on roping amplitude and wavelength in
FSS using the viscoplastic fast Fourier transform model. Saleh
et al. [15] analysed the microstructure and texture evolution
in a twinning-induced-plasticity steel during uniaxial tension
with proposed visco-plastic self-consistent model, and found
that the effect of the perfect slip was dominant compared
with twinning on the texture formation. A moving window
approach was proposed by Qin et al. [16] to understand the
macroscopic surface roughening based on the spatial distribution of grains belonging to speciﬁc individual orientations.
It was stated that the difference in the r-value between
neighbouring grains contributed to the surface roughening.
A step-by-step method was proposed by Romanova et al. [17]
to evaluate the surface hardening effect on the deformationinduced roughening in polycrystals. The authors stated that
the presence of the surface-hardened layer in polyscrystalline
structure caused a delay in the development of surface roughness and reduced its growth rate.
Although a number of models were built to investigate
the surface roughening evolution of polycrystalline materials
after tensile deformation, the effect of initial surface roughness and orientation distribution are not yet comprehensively
investigated. In this study, both the measured initial surface
proﬁle and the key texture components are incorporated into
the FE modelling to enhance the accuracy of simulated results.
In order to further investigate the relationship between the
surface roughening and grain properties of FSS sheets, a crystal plasticity ﬁnite element model is established and adopted
to simulate the evolution of the surface roughness of FSS 430
during uniaxial tensile tests. All the simulated results are veriﬁed by the uniaxial tensile tests.

2.

FE simulation models

2.1.

Crystal plasticity theory

The localised deformation in ductile single crystals was analysed by Pierce et al. [18]. It is commonly acknowledged that the
plastic deformation of polycrystalline materials is affected by
a combination of crystallographic dislocation slip, twinning,
diffusion and grain boundary sliding. In comparison to slip,
however, the effect of twinning, diffusion and grain boundary
sliding on plastic strain can be negligible. For this reason, the
total deformation gradient can be described by the combination of elastic and plastic components:
F = Fe · Fp

(1)

where Fe represents the plastic shear of the material, and Fp
means the stretching and rotation of the lattice. It is assumed
that the elastic properties cannot be affected by slip, the stress,
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therefore, is determined by Fp . The velocity gradient in this
state is:

Lp = Fp Fp−1 =



S˛0 = m˛ ⊗ s˛

 ˛ S˛0

(2)

(3)

where  ˛ is the slipping rate of the ˛ slip system, and S˛0 is
the Schmid tensor. In all activated slip systems, m˛ and s˛ are
the slip direction and the normal to slip plane on the ˛th slip
system, respectively. The slip direction and the normal to the
slip plane of the slip system ˛ are deﬁned as:
m∗˛ = Fe m˛

shear stresses based on Schmid laws [19]. The shearing rate is
displayed as:

˛

 =

˛
0˛ 0˛
g

 ˛ (1/m)−1
 0 
 
 g˛ 

where 0˛ , g˛ and 0˛ refer to the reference shear rate, slip resistance and resolved shear stress on ˛ slip system, respectively.
It is assumed that the current strain hardened state of crystal
is only dependent on sip strain. The self and latent hardening
function g˛ is characterised by the strengths as follows:

g˛ =



 

ˇ

h˛ˇ  ˇ 

(7)

(4)
h˛ˇ = q˛ˇ hˇ

s∗˛ = ((Fe )

(6)

−1 T ˛

) s

(5)

For rate-sensitive slip systems, the slip rates can be
described as functions of plastic shearing rate and resolved

(8)

where h˛ˇ are the slip hardening moduli of active slip systems.





h˛ˇ = q + (1 − q) ı˛ˇ hˇ

(9)

Fig. 1 – Voronoi structures and grain models: (a) Voronoi models generated with MATLAB, (b) mesh of grain model with
ideal ﬂat surface, (c) the initial surface topography observed using microscope, and (d) the model with the consideration of
initial surface topography.
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where q denotes the latent hardening parameter, and hˇ
denotes the hardening rate. The hˇ can be calculated with the
following equation:


hˇ = h0 1 −

gˇ
s

˛
(10)

where h0 ,  s and ˛ are the slip system hardening parameters
used in this study. h0 denotes the initial hardening modulus,  s
denotes the saturation stress where large plastic ﬂow initiates
and ˛ represents the reference strain rate. All the equations
have been implemented into a user subroutine UMAT, and
the programme is imported into the FE software ABAQUS for
further calculation.

2.2.

Voronoi models



P (X) ∈ D|d (P, Gi ) < d (P, ) Gj ∀j =
/ i



Si Zi −

Ra =

In order to establish grain models with desired shapes and
sizes, voronoi tessellation is utilised to describe the properties of polycrystalline aggregates. Being given a set of points
E = {Gi (xi )} into a region of a 3D space D ∈ R3 , an arbitrary point
P within the area R(i) is closer to point i than any other point,
and each point Gi forms a Voronoi polyhedron based on the
above mentioned laws [13]. The point Gi is associated with
polyhedron Ci as:
Ci =

where Ci is the Voronoi polyhedron, the norm corresponds
with Euclidean distance. In grain modelling, the generated
polyhedrons correspond to the recrystallised, equixed grains.
Each Voronoi cell was assigned with a speciﬁc crystal orientation and unique response to deformation. Consequently, the
surface roughening of established model can be affected by all
grains.
Four surface roughness parameters, including the arithmetic average roughness (Ra ), the root mean square roughness
(Rq ), the skewness (Rsk ) and the kurtosis roughness (Rku ), are
utilised in the present study to characterise the 3D roughness topography on the surface of FSS. The above roughness
parameters can be expressed by:

si Zi
si

(12)

Si



si Zi

Si Zi −
Rq =

2

si

(13)

Si

⎡
Rsk =






⎢
⎢
3 ⎢
Rq ⎣
1

(11)

Fig. 2 – ODFs of FSS 430.



si Zi

Si Zi −

si

Si

3 ⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(14)
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Table 1 – Key parameters used for numerical simulation.
Material properties

Values used in simulation

Young’s modulus
Poisson ratio
Strain rate sensitivity
Initial value of slip resistance
parameter
Reference strain rate
Initial hardening modulus
Stage I stress
Latent hardening parameter

E = 1.94 × 105 MPa
 = 0.29
m = 0.02
g0 = 110 MPa
˛ = 0.0001
h0 = 1700 MPa
g = 252 MPa
q = 1.4

Table 2 – Roughness parameters in different cases.

Fig. 3 – The strain–stress curves of tensile tests and
numerical simulation.

⎡
Rku =

⎢
⎢
⎢
Rq4 ⎣
1



si Zi

Si Zi −

si

Si

Case

Ra (m)

Rq (m)

1
2
3
4

0
0.51
0.82
0.97

0
0.70
1.07
1.25

Rsk (m)
0
1.53
−0.38
−0.04

Rku (m)
0
10.57
3.86
3.70

4 ⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(15)

where Zi is the average asperity of height of a Voronoi cell,
Si is the sample area, and Si is individual Voronoi cell.
In this study, the surface topology was measured using the
Keyence VK-X100-3D Laser Scanning Microscope. Three tests
were repeated for each group of experiments and the mean
value was calculated and utilised to evaluate the surface
roughness.
The established Voronoi structures and grain models are
shown in Fig. 1. Both average grain size and crystal orientation
distribution function (ODF) were considered when building
the FE mesh. A representative volume of a solid rectangular

⎛

cos  cos  − sin  sin  cos

g = ⎝ − cos  sin  − sin  cos  cos
sin  sin

was formed to evaluate the surface topography of FSS. The
model contained 100–1000 Voronoi polyhedrons with an arbitrary shape generated by commercial software MATLAB. The
grains were meshed with four-node tetrahedral elements with
linear interpolation and full integration (C3D4 elements).
In order to enhance the accuracy of the numerical simulation, crystallographic orientation distribution is considered
in this model. It is commonly acknowledged that the corrugation on the surface is induced by the different plastic
deformations of neighbouring grains with different crystal orientations [20–23]. The major texture components, including
the {001}110, Cube, Goss and {112}110 components, have
been assigned to the grains in established model. In ABAQUS
user subroutine, the crystal orientation is calculated based on
the matrix below:
sin  cos  + cos  sin  cos

sin  sin

− sin  sin  + cos  cos  cos

cos  sin

− cos  sin

cos

⎞
⎠

Fig. 4 – The relationship between the surface roughness and strain along RD: (a) Ra and (b) Rq .

(16)
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Fig. 5 – Surface topographies of the established model with different initial surface roughness: (a, c, e, g) the initial surface
topography in cases 1–4 and (b, d, f, h) the ﬁnal surface topography in cases 1–4.
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2 and (R2 + R2 ).
Fig. 6 – The relationship between Rqf
q0
qd

where ϕ,  and
are the Euler angles in each grain. To
describe the microstructure in proposed model, the fractions
of major texture components of FSS 430 is obtained from EBSD
tests. Fig. 2 shows the ODFs of FSS 430. In the established
model, the crystal orientations are assigned to all grains based
on the fractions of major texture components obtained from
EBSD tests.

2.3.

Boundary conditions

In order to assess the surface roughness evolution during plastic deformation, a series of tensile tests were simulated along
RD. As shown in Fig. 1(b), axes X, Y and Z represent RD, TD
and ND of the FSS specimen, respectively. The surfaces X1, Y0
and Z1 are displayed in Fig. 1(b) and the opposite surfaces are
deﬁned to be X0, Y1 and Z0. The model is stretched along RD
and the top surface Z1 is used for surface topography observation. The periodic boundary conditions are applied on surfaces
X0, X1, Y0 and Y1. Five different average grain sizes are utilised
in this model so that the effect of the average grain size can
be analysed. Finally, two steps are applied in this model to
ensure the accuracy of results. In step 1, a nominal strain
ε = 0.003 is assigned. In step 2, a speciﬁc displacement is set
along the RD. 50 increments per simulation step were used in
this model to achieve the convergence and provide numerical
stability.
FSS 430 is utilised in the present study. 24 slip systems are
assumed to be activated during the formation process. Each
grain was assigned with a speciﬁc orientation and the whole
model was meshed with C3D4 (3-D, four-node, Tet) elements.
The program run on computer with three microprocessors
in parallel, over 10 000 steps were required to reach the convergence. Fig. 3 shows the stress-strain curves obtained from
numerical simulation and experiments. The results match
well with each other, indicating that the established model can
be utilised to predict the surface roughness evolution of FSS
430. The key parameters in proposed model are summarised
in Table 1.

3.

Results and discussion

3.1.

Effects of initial surface roughness

During the plastic deformation of polycrystalline materials,
the initial surface roughness is considered to be critical in
determining the surface topography. To evaluate the effect of
the initial surface roughness on surface roughness evolution
during deformation, a series of models with different initial
surface roughness are simulated. The roughness parameters
in different cases are listed in Table 2. The other key parameters remain the same in this group: (i) the average grain size of
grains is 10 m, and (ii) the model is stretched along RD with
20% extension.
Fig. 4 shows the relationship between the surface roughness and strain along RD. The variation of surface roughness
Ra and Rq are deﬁned as the surface roughness value after
plastic deformation minus the initial surface roughness. As
can be seen in Fig. 4(a) and (b), a quadratic correlation between
Ra ( Rq ) and tension strain is found to describe the surface
roughness evolution of FSS 430 after tension performance. For
specimens with signiﬁcant initial surface roughness, the variations of surface roughness are smaller. It is known that the
surface roughness evolution can be attributed to the ﬂattening and the movement of grains during uniaxial tension. For
specimens with large initial surface roughness, the effect of
ﬂattening on surface roughness evolution can be dominant,
causing limited increase of surface roughness during tension
performance [24]. On the other hand, the surface roughness
evolution of specimens with ﬂat initial surface is signiﬁcantly
affected by the deformation of individual grains, therefore
leads to the remarkable increase of the surface roughness after
extension [13].
Fig. 5 shows the surface topographies of the established
model with different initial surface roughness (cases 1–4).
It can be seen from Fig. 5(a) and (b) that even for specimens with ideal ﬂat plane, the ﬁnal surface topography
can be inhomogeneous after tension performance due to
the movement of lattice. With different plastic strain ratio
and plastic deformation of neighbouring grains, the misorientation between neighbouring grains is considered to
be responsible for the surface roughness development of
FSS during uniaxial tension [25–27]. Therefore, the evolution of surface roughness during tensile deformation can be
represented by the homogeneous ﬂattening and the inhomogeneous lattice movement.
To further evaluate the surface roughness evolution of
FSS 430 during tensile deformation, a mathematic calculation
was made to quantitatively describe the surface roughness.
For homogeneous specimens stretched along RD, the surface
roughness can be expressed as:

Raf =

c1f + c2f + · · · + cnf
n

(c01 + cd1 ) + (c02 + cd2 ) + · · · + (c0n + cdn )
=
n
= Ra0 + Rad

(17)
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Fig. 7 – The surface topographies of established models with different average grain sizes: (a) 10 m, (b) 12 m, (c) 14 m, (d)
16 m and (e) 18 m, and (f) the fraction of texture components in different models.

2 and
where ki is a coefﬁcient. The relationship between Rqf



2 + c2 + · · · + c2
c1f
2f
nf

Rqf =

n



2

2
2
(c01 + cd1 ) + (c02 + cd2 ) + · · · + (c0n + cdn )
n

2 + R2 + 2 c01 ∗ cd1 + c02 ∗ cd2 + · · · + c0n ∗ cdn
Rq0
qd
n

=

≈ ki ∗

(18)

2 + R2 ) is shown in Fig. 6. As can be seen from the curve,
(Rq0
qd
ki equals to 1.0176 in the present work. Based on Eqs. (17) and
(18), the ﬁnal surface roughness (Raf and Rqf can be calculated
by the initial surface roughness (Ra0 and Rq0 ) and the difference
of surface roughness (Rad and Rqd ). For homogeneous material
sheet stretched along RD, the datum plane coefﬁcients of the
homogeneous deformation surface can be expressed as [27]:



2 + R2
Rq0
qd

Rad =

cd1 + cd2 + · · · + cdn
= e−εx Ra0
n

(19)
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Fig. 8 – The relation between the average grain size and the surface roughness with the extension of 20%: (a) Ra and (b) Rq .


Rqd =

2 + c2 + · · · + c2
c1d
2d
nd

n

= e−εx Rq0

(20)

Table 3 – Values of surface roughness parameters
obtained after regression analysis.
Parameters

where  is the Poisson’s ratio. Combining Eqs. (18) and (20), the
ﬁnal surface roughness can be calculated by the initial surface
roughness. It can therefore be concluded that the initial surface roughness plays a signiﬁcant role in determining the ﬁnal
surface roughness of FSS after forming process.

3.2.

Effects of grain size

The surface deformation of polycrystalline materials can be
described by the geometric non-uniform surface deformation and the anisotropic mechanical deformation. For FSS,
crystals undergo rotation and movement during loading, causing the irregularity on the surface [18]. During the forming
process, signiﬁcant variations in the amount of localised
deformation can be produced within the individual grains.
The overlap and gap regions induced by the varying amounts
of localised slip are accounted for through rearrangement
of stored geometrically necessary dislocations [10]. Consequently, the neighbouring grains with different orientations
exhibit different deformation during tension performance,
causing corrugations on the surface of FSS sheets. The deformation of an individual grain is signiﬁcantly dependent on
grain size and orientation during loading. The grain sizes,
therefore, play an important role in surface roughness evolution under the subsequent forming process.
A group of models with different average grain sizes are
simulated to explore the effect of the average grain size on the
surface roughness development of FSS. The results of EBSD
tests indicate that the average grain size of cold-rolled FSS
430 ranges from 10 to 18 m, the average grain sizes in models, therefore, are considered to be ranging from 10 to 18 m.
The initial surface roughness is proposed to be zero in all the
models in this group. In addition, all the models are assigned
the same fractions of texture components and ﬁve models are
simulated in the present study (as shown in Fig. 7).

Values

k1s

C1

k2s

C2

0.106

0.086

0.34

0.12

The relationship between the surface roughness and the
average grain size with the extension of 20% is shown in Fig. 8.
For the cold-rolled and annealed FSS 430 specimens, equixed
grains are formed after recystallisation. The average grain size,
therefore, can be utilised to describe the size of grains in FSS.
As can be seen from the curve, a linear relationship between
the surface roughness and the average grain size is obtained,
which can be expressed as:
Raf 0 = (k1s · D + C1 ) ∗ ε2x

(21)

Rqf 0 = (k2s · D + C2 ) ∗ ε2x

(22)

where D is the average grain size of FSS 430, and C is a constant. The slope of the curve is deﬁned as ks . The values of ks
and C are shown in Table 3. Based on Eqs. (21) and (22), the surface roughness after tensile deformation can be evaluated in
combination with the average grain size of cold-rolled FSS 430.
The grain reﬁnement, therefore, is considered to be effective
to reduce the surface roughness of FSS 430 during the forming
process.

3.3.

Effects of textures

During the forming process, the deformation of grains of FSS
can be signiﬁcantly affected by the crystallographic orientations [1–3]. To analyse the effects of textures on the surface
roughness evolution, grains with six different texture components are simulated after tensile deformation (as shown
in Fig. 9). The results indicate that the strain distributions
and the deformation of grains are affected by textures. The
strains are homogeneously distributed in models, this means
that the surface roughness after plastic deformation is caused
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Fig. 9 – The deformed and undeformed shapes and strain distributions of models with different textures: (a) brass, (b) cube,
(c) copper, (d) Goss, (e) {112}110, and (f) {001}110.

by the differential of crystal orientations between neighbouring grains. For grains with the same orientations, the strain
localisation is eliminated on the free surface after tensile
deformation. Thus, the homogeneity of crystallographic orientation is considered to have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the
surface roughness evolution of FSS after tensile deformation.
After tensile deformation, different texture components
can induce various yielding based on Hall–Petch effect [13].

Thus, a further discussion is made to identify the effect of
major textures on the surface roughness evolution. As shown
in Fig. 9(a), signiﬁcant shrink can be observed on the surface of
grains with the {001}110 component. Compared with other
typical BCC texture components, {001}110 orientation shows
the minimum stored energy and lower plastic resistance [28].
As a consequence, the deformation of the {001}110 component can be critical, causing irregularity on the surface of FSS.
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Table 4 – Calculated R-value of texture components.
◦

Texture component

R-value (RD)

r-value (45 )

r-value (TD)

{001}110
{011}100
{001}100
{112}110
Copper

0.00
1.00
1.00
0.11
1.00

1.00
0.40
0.00
6.00
5.99

0.00
Inﬁnite
1.00
1.00
0.11

Given that the deformation of grains with the {001}110 component is much larger than that of adjacent grains, remarkable
corrugation is generated on the surface of FSS during the forming process. Unlike the {001}110 components, the effects of
the Goss and the Cube components on surface roughness evolution are quite small (as shown in Fig. 9(e) and (f)). The Goss
grains are mainly generated combining with the shear bands
that developed in the late stages of the rolling processes [29],
and the formation of shear bands may lead to shear deformation, preventing the formation of corrugation on the surface of
FSS. In order to evaluate the plastic resistance of texture components, the plane strain ratio (R-value) of crystallographic
orientations was calculated. Table 4 shows the R-value of
major texture components. It can be seen that the R-value
of the {001}110 and {112}110 components stretched along
RD is lower than that of other major components, causing
different plastic deformations of grains with different crystal
orientations. It can therefore be concluded that the {001}110
and {112}110 components contribute to the surface roughening of FSS.
For evaluating the plastic resistance of texture components, the plane strain ratio of crystalline orientations was
calculated. The results indicate that the strain ratio of major

Table 5 – Surface roughness and average grain size of
the specimens for tensile tests.
Sample

Cold-rolled FSS 430

Initial surface roughness (Ra /m)
Initial surface roughness (Rq /m)
Initial surface roughness (Rsk /m)
Initial surface roughness (Rku /m)
Average grain size (m)

0.82
1.07
−0.38
3.86
14.2

texture components stretched along RD is lower than that of
other major components, inducing different plastic deformations of grains with different crystal orientations. The texture
components, therefore, contribute to the surface roughening
of FSS.

4.
Surface roughness of FSS after tension
performance
The uniaxial tensile tests were performed using INSTRON tensile testing machine and the samples were stretched along RD
with the strain rate of 6.6 × 10−4 s−1 . The tensile tests follow
ASTM-E8M Standard [30], and the dimensions of the tensile
specimens are shown in Fig. 10. The initial surface roughness
and the average grain size of the specimens were measured
before tensile tests, and the results are listed in Table 5.
A comparison was made between the results from numerical simulation and practical tensile tests in order to verify
the conclusions made in previous section. Combining Eqs.

Fig. 10 – Dimensions of the specimen used for tensile tests.

Fig. 11 – Comparison of surface roughness between numerical and experimental results (a) Ra and (b) Rq .
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Fig. 12 – Evolution of surface topography of specimen: (a) without tensile deformation, and (b) after 20% extension.

(17)–(22), a quantitative description of the surface roughness
after tensile test in RD is obtained, which can be expressed as:

surface roughening are numerically and experimentally investigated. Several conclusions can be drawn as follows:

Raf = (k1s ∗ D + C) ε2x + e−εx ∗ Rq0

(1) The ﬁnal surface topography after tensile tests is mainly
dependent on the homogeneous deformation and the
inhomogeneous strain localisation. The corrugation on
the surface of polycrystalline materials is signiﬁcantly
affected by the misorientations between neighbouring
grains.
(2) A quantitative description of surface roughness evolution during tension performance is established. Based on
the initial surface roughness, extension and the average
grain size, the ﬁnal surface roughness of FSS 430 after tensile deformation can be evaluated based on the proposed
model. The experimental result matches well with the predicted values, indicating that the model can be utilised to
evaluate the surface roughness after uniaxial tension.
(3) The relationship between the grain sizes, initial surface
roughness, texture components and ﬁnal surface roughness are analysed based on proposed model. A quadratic
correlation between Ra ( Rq ) and tension strain is found
to describe the surface roughness evolution of FSS 430
with ideal ﬂat surface. In addition, the average grain size
is found to be in the order of the surface roughness.
The results also indicated that the reﬁnement of texture
beneﬁts the ﬁnal surface topography. The reﬁnement of
microstructure, therefore, is considered to be critical in

Rqf =



(k2s ∗ D + C) ε2x

2



(23)

2

+ [ki e−εx ∗ Rq0 ]

(24)

Based on Eqs. (23) and (24), the surface roughness of FSS 430
after tensile tests can be evaluated. Fig. 11 compares the values
of surface roughness that are obtained by numerical simulation and experimental tests. In addition, the evolution of
surface topography is shown in Fig. 12. It can be seen from the
curves that the simulated values of surface roughness match
well with the experimental results. The proposed model and
equations, therefore, can be utilised to evaluate the surface
roughness of FSS 430 after uniaxial tensile tests.

5.

Conclusions

In this work, CPFEM has been utilised to evaluate the surface
roughness of FSS 430 after tensile deformation along RD. A
quantitative equation was proposed to evaluate the surface
roughness of FSS 430, and the effects of the initial surface
roughness, average grain size and texture components on the
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improving the surface quality of FSS 430 during the forming process.
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